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Name:  __________________ 
PLEASE START BY TYPING YOUR NAME  

RTOS Exam No. 1 (100pts.) 

General Remarks 
This exam is closed books, open limited notes. Up to ¼-inch-thick office-clip-bonded paper-based notes are allowed.  Notes must be signed and must 

not be exchanged during the exam and may be collected with the exam. No computer, pads or cell phones.  Calculators approved for standardized 

tests are allowed.  Clearly indicate questions that you continue answering on the back.  Provide concise answer and to the point for maximum 

credit.  Answers that are too long take too much time and may indicate that the author is unable to rank the importance of facts. 

DL: __ ERR: __ PTS: __ PPTS: __ PGR: __ 
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points, PPTS – projected points, PGR – projected grade. 

Question 1 (10pts.) 

The following statements relate to ANSII C language. Please state whether each of the following statements is true or false: 
 

In C one can define an external variable in a header file false  /  true 

 

In C use of “#define SIZE (10)” creates  

a global variable called SIZE false  /  true 

 

In C keywords like __interupt, __code, __data  

are ANSI C standard keywords  false  /  true 

 

In C a single if-else statement can always be replaced  

by a switch-case statement with two cases (tricky!) false  /  true 

 

In C one can declare and initialize multidimensional  

arrays within a function false  /  true 

Question 2 (10pts.) 

The following statements relate to Keil/SDCC implementation of C language for 8051 microcontroller family.  

Please state whether each of the following statements is true or false: 

 
In SDCC/Keil C a function declared as an interrupt  

handler can have one or more arguments false  /  true 

 
In SDCC/Keil C a variable declared as __code  

is treated as constant false  /  true 

 
In SDCC/Keil C operations * and / performed on  

long int operands are always implemented as reentrant false  /  true 

 

In 8051 C arithmetic operations for signed char 

generate less code than for unsigned char variables false  /  true 

 

In SDCC/Keil C functions are  __reentrant by default false  /  true  

Question 3 (10pts.) 

In 8051 C compilers: please circle all pointer declarations that result in declaring universal pointers: 
 

__data char * p1     char * __data p2     char * p3     __data char * __data p4 

 

__data void * p1     void * __data p2     void * p3     __data void * __data p4 
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Question 4 (10pts.) 

 
I need you to get: 

 Bits 0 and 7 must have 1 value 

 Bits 1 and 6 must have value 0 

 Bits 2 and 3 must have the old value of bit 7 

 Bits 4 and 5 must have the old values of bits 2 and 3 

You must use C-language instructions. Do the operations in the correct order to prevent loosing of data.  

Keep it simple to get full credit. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Question 5 (10pts.) 

If the SYSCLK runs at 2,560,000 Hz and an 4-bit timer counts up using SYSCLK/2 triggering and interrupt at each overflow 

then what is the minimum interrupt rate that can programmed by using different reload values. Please show your calculations: 
 

Minimum interrupt rate is __________ Hz (5pts) 

 

Must show your work (equations) to get the second 5pts: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Question 6 (10pts.) 

Digital ports on Silicon Labs 8051 can be set to Open Drain (OD) or Push-Pull (PP).  The output value may be set even if you 

use the port as input for reading.  Please answer the following questions about those digital ports: 
 

Bits of ports may be config. as input/output individualy false  /  true 

 

A port that is to be serving as input needs to be open drain / push pull 

 

A port that is to be serving as output needs to be  OD / depends / PP 

 

Output value for a port to be serving as input must be low / any / high 

 

Some ports may be rerouted to peripherals such as timers false / true 

Question 7 (10pts.) 

Which files you had to edit/change when changing system clock frequency in homework 3 that at the same time deals with 

writing to FLASH and serial port communication? Please list these files (approximate names are OK) and what did you have 

to change in each of them below. Remember, it’s only about the system clock feature! 
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Question 8 (30pts.) 

Question 8B (6pts.) 

What are the minimum and 

maximum system clock frequencies 

and USBCLK that can be derived 

from the internal oscillator shown 

here? 

 
SYSCLKMIN = __________ 

 

SYSCLKMax = __________ 

 

SYSCLK 8A = __________ 

 

USBCLK 8A = __________ 

 

 

 

Question 8A (24pts.) 

Please code the following procedure that switches SYSCLK from whatever was used before.  Make sure that you keep clock 

running at all the time.  Assume that all SFRs and SBITs are declared using names as shown in the figure below, and the 

most significant bit is always shown to the left of each SFR.  Regardless whether it is necessary in real life, assume that you 

must not change the setting of SFR bits that are unlabeled on the provided diagram or are not mentioned in the procedure.  

 

 

 

1. Enable the internal oscillator 

 

2. Select IOSC as the source of Clock Multiplier 

(not sure what was the source before) 

 

3. Enable/re-enable the Multiplier (MULEN) 

 

4. Do a simple software delay loop 256 times 

which hopefully would last more than 5us 

 

5. Set MULINIT bit to 1 

 

6. Wait until MULRDY becomes 1 

 

7. Select SYSCLK to be driven by the Multiplier  

 

8. Select USBCLK to be driven by the Multiplier  

(Bits USBCLK2..USBCLK0) 

Place your code fragment to the right 

of each step listed on the left side: 

 

 


